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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


[Form MJ-05] (rev 09/28/2018)  Page 5 of 8 
License #______10856_____________ 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.520, 3 AAC 306.525, and 3 AAC 306.560.  
Attach a completed copy of this page for each proposed marijuana concentrate or marijuana product. 


Product Name: 


Product Type: Choose one. 


Perishable: Yes/No Shelf Life: If perishable. 


Intended Use: Smokable/ 
edible/topical/wholesale/etc. 


Product Description: 
Details must include the 
color, shape, and texture. 


Ingredients: 


Standard Production 
Procedure and Detailed 
Manufacturing Process: 


Depiction: 
Provide a photograph, 
drawing, or graphic 
representation of the 
expected appearance of the 
final product. 


Section 6 – Proposed Marijuana Concentrates and Marijuana Products 


no


concentrate


Canamo Sugar Wax   


smoke


Sugar Wax is the word used to describe concentrate that has begun to 
resemble the consistency of ear wax while not completely drying out into 
crumble, therefore, wax is a mix between a shatter and a crumble. It is 
actually the stage before the product hardens its texture. Wax can be lit 
up with a sugary sparkle that can vary from a blonde yellow to dark amber 
hue. Or in some cases, maintain a dark greenish amber color.


A brief step-by-step process for a closed loop, light hydrocarbon gas extraction will be listed below:
A. Fill solvent tank with Butane/Propane mix. B. Fill material column with dried cannabis plant material.


C. Review system; make sure all hoses, gaskets, and clamps are working properly.     D. Open solvent tank valve to allow 
solvents to filter through the material column.          E. Once all solvent has passed through the material the recovery 
tank valve can be opened. Solvents and cannabis extract will flow into recovery tank.             F. The solvent is then re-
collected using passive recovery.              G. The system is then de-pressurized. Recovery tank can now be disassembled 
and the cannabis extract can be removed.           H. Cannabis extract is then poured and purged of all solvents in a 
degassing vacuum oven for at least 36 hours.   I. After purge, certain I.P. manipulation processes take place (aeration, 
whipping, etc.) that creates the desired structural outcomes. Natire has a factor in the desired outcome as well. 
Final step is to congregate the oils for testing, packaging, and selling.


n/a
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Alaska Marijuana Control Board 


Form MJ-05: Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility Operating Plan Supplemental 


[Form MJ-05] (rev 09/28/2018)  Page 6 of 8 
License #_______10856__________ 


Review the requirements under 3 AAC 306.520, 3 AAC 306.565, and 3 AAC 306.570.  
Attach a completed copy of this page for each proposed marijuana concentrate or marijuana product. 


Product Name: 


Product Type: 


Packaging Description: 
Details must include the 
color(s), size, packaging 
materials used, total 
amount of THC, individual 
serving sizes (if multiple), 
and other specifics showing 
compliance with  
3 AAC 306.565. Please 
include photos, drawings, 
or graphic representations. 


Sample Labels: 
Provide sample labels 
showing how the labeling 
requirements set forth in  
3 AAC 306.570 will be met. 


Section 7 – Proposed Product Packaging and Sample Labels 


Canamo Sugar Wax


concentrate


Raspberry Roots  5a-10856 Strain:
Kimbo Kush  Canamo SugarWax - 1.0g


Weight:      THC:           CBD:             Total: Indica Dom
1.0g            63.9%          0.8%           69.74%


Solvent Residuals: Butane 19 ppm             Batch:
           CC KBK 103118b


               (RETAIL LICENSE #)


Metrc# 1A40203000070E500000008 


(RETAILER NAME)


Marijuana has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming and 
addictive. Marijuana impairs concentration, coordination, and 
judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under its 
influence. There are health risks associated with consumption of 
marijuana. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out 
of the reach of children. Marijuana should not be used by women 
who are pregnant or breast feeding.


First, the canamo wax will be weighed into specific increments ranging from 0.5 grams to 7 
grams and placed in an acrylic container. Acrylic containers are a 5ml containers made from 
acrylic with a screw on lid. Second, the Acrylic container with the marijuana concentrate inside 
will be placed into a Mylar bag. Mylar bags are resealable bags made from mylar material and 
used to help with the effects of heat, smell, light, moisture, oxygen, etc. on the products. The 
mylar bag will be approx 4.5" tall and 3" wide. They have the ability to be heat sealed to 
prevent any tampering of products. The Mylar packaging will feature custom stickers to display 
the brand’s logo and product information, along with the applicable labels for regulatory 
compliance.


Received by AMCO 1.9.19
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MEMORANDUM 


          TO: Chair and Members of the Board  DATE:   April 17, 2019 


          FROM: Erika McConnell 
Director, Marijuana Control Board 


RE:      Raspberry Roots #10856 
 
 


  


Raspberry Roots, a marijuana product manufacturing facility, is requesting approval of 
amendment(s) to one of its products. Attached is MJ-15 Operating Plan Change application, and 
current product as approved. 
 





